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If you're reading this it is likely that you're a knowledge worker and information is essential to
your work and professional development. It is also likely that you face the same paradox as
millions of your peers - in a time when information is abundant, why is it so time consuming to
stay informed on the topics that are important to your work?
This is not a new question. More often than
not the diagnosis cites information overload
as the problem. We challenge this narrative
and believe it slows recognition of the actual
problem and solution.

I believe that future leadership companies
and future leadership institutions of all kinds

This guide explores the strategic implications
of information abundance, why information
overload is a convenient but oversimplified
perspective, and offers practical solution
steps for knowledge workers based on
concepts of attention management rather
than content management.

will be those that know how to compete and
win on the basis of knowledge -- learning,
adapting and improving using this vital asset
we know as Information.“
Louis Gerstner, Jr.,
former CEO, IBM

Fuel for knowledge work
Peter Drucker coined the term knowledge worker decades ago. Throughout his career he
explored the implications of knowledge work and the rise of the knowledge economy.
We have come a long way since then. Drucker’s vision for a knowledge-based economy has
turned into a reality. Today, knowledge workers, are the principal creators of value, innovation,
and competitive advantage in organizations of all sizes. They are the front-line teams who sell
to and provide service to customers, the researchers, and product experts who drive innovation,
and the managers who make the day-to-day decisions that move businesses forward.
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Information is the fuel for
knowledge work.
Particularly information from outside of an organization. Drucker observed, “the information you
need the most -- and not just in the business -- is about the outside world.” Outside information
helps us understand what is going on beyond our own walls and is critical to almost every
business process and decision. Examples of outside information are far ranging and vary from
role to role, published and unpublished research, signals provided by competitors, news and
perspective related to customers or the markets they participate in, innovation, government policy,
regulation, standards, intellectual property, etc. Often a full understanding of a topic requires many
of these inputs simultaneously.

Today, knowledge workers have access to more information than ever before. At the same time it
seems harder than ever to harness and exploit it. Digital publishing continues to expand both the
volume of information as well as the number of sources that produce it. The situation is
complicated by the fact that knowledge workers are not only consumers of information anymore.
They are authors, curators, and active participants in knowledge networks unfolding inside and
outside of organizations.

Within this flood of information there are important items related to key topics that matter to each
knowledge worker. Finding and focusing on those items is a time consuming and complex
process. In the past it might have been possible to rely on a few edited and curated resources to
make it seem manageable but that is no longer the case. Substantial time is required to keep up
and still important information is often undiscovered or overlooked. This pattern repeats itself
across teams and organizations multiplying the cost of lost productivity as well as the ripple
effect of “not knowing.”
Drucker foresaw the looming challenge associated with information growth. He counseled
knowledge workers to learn how to organize their information resources and advised business
organizations to decide what information they needed to “manage their affairs” warning that they
would otherwise drown in data. Note that this was before the World Wide Web. What would he
think of the information landscape today and how can information workers and their
organizations respond to the challenge?
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Rethinking how we define the problem
In light of the ever increasing supply of information it is natural to blame information overload and
accept that all of its consequences are unavoidable. We challenge that point of view. There is no
question that information overload is a real phenomenon with significant consequences but
information overload is a symptom rather than the cause.

The sense of overload is the byproduct of struggling to sort out what’s important using our
limited time and attention. Herbert Simon, a contemporary of Peter Drucker succinctly
summarized the relationship between information and attention “….information consumes the
attention of its recipients. Hence a wealth of information creates a poverty of attention and a
need to allocate that attention efficiently among the overabundance of information that might
consume it.” Put bluntly - attention does not scale.
Simon also previewed a solution when he described the need to allocate attention efficiently.
We refer to this as attention management and believe that it will emerge as an essential strategy
for knowledge workers and information driven organizations.

Attention management is a set of principles designed to reduce the amount of time, effort, and
complexity required of people in order to focus on information that matters to them. Gartner
describes it as “a method for improving information workers’ ability to notice the right information
at the right time. It does this by providing a culture, process and technical capabilities that make
important information more noticeable and push less important information further from view.”
This definition highlights that attention management is a point of view as well as a set of
technology enabled processes.
Incorporating attention management principles into strategies and solutions enhances the ability
of information workers and their organizations to exploit information abundance and relieve
overload. This is not a one-step immediate cure. However, combined with other strategies for
embracing and exploiting information abundance the benefits will begin accruing immediately.
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Implementing attention management into
systems for information delivery
The principles of attention management are broadly applicable to different applications. They
are particularly suited for monitoring and maintaining awareness of information from the outside
world. That is the context for the recommendations and examples below.
Many organizations will have information management strategies in place. Others may rely on
knowledge workers to select and use their own tools and manage their own needs. Often it is a
combination. Where both elements exist the most effective solutions will combine existing
information resources with a new layer of capabilities that focus on aggregation of a broader
collection of information sources, personalization, and information consumption.

Ideally a solution would provide the following attention preserving capabilities:
Collect and organize content for easy consumption. See: Organize information topically,
centralize resources, and utilize subject matter experts.
Proactively distribute relevant updates to appropriate audiences. See: Make resources
subscribable and push updates through existing communications channels.
Streamline curation and management so the solution can scale as needed. See: automate
and streamline processes and exploit both artificial intelligence and intelligent
augmentation where possible.

The concepts described below can be implemented incrementally leveraging the tools and
processes you may already have in place or by using a product like Attensa that has been
designed comprehensively based on attention management principles.
1

Organize information topically. Topic organization allows the information to be discovered
and consumed much more effectively by reducing the need to monitor many separate
sources.
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Each topic relates to an area of interest. Determine the topics that are particularly relevant to your
team or organization. Then create collections of trusted sources that typically contain content on
the particular topic. Using the content from the collection of sources as input curate individual
articles based on relevance to a particular topic. The nature and breadth of the topics can vary
significantly. Examples include competitors, specific areas of research, industries, customers,
innovation, personal development, and learning.
Topics make it easy for those interested to learn quickly and keep up-to-date by providing context
and specifically relevant information. Depending on how topics are implemented they can also
become natural communities of interest that accelerate knowledge sharing and collaboration.
2

Centralize resources. Create a centralized “place” for information resources like the topic
collections described above. If you're not using the topic strategy, consider centralizing
trusted sources or services for key business information.

Centralizing resources eliminates information silos, supports discovery, and shared use. It will
also reduce redundant activities that waste time and produce inconsistent results. This is critical
because individual efforts waste the opportunity to leverage the participation of others.
3

Make resources subscribable. Subscriptions allow people to opt-in to updates about the
topics that matter to them.

Subscription models create an important element of personalization that naturally eliminates the
noise created by “one size fits all” approaches. Subscriptions go hand-in-hand with push-updates
to optimize attention.
4

Push updates through existing communication channels. Lets face it, the last thing anyone
needs is another place or channel to keep up with. Deliver updates that summarize new
information through existing communications channels such as email, Slack, Microsoft
Teams, and broadly used portals. Ideally use multiple channels to accommodate different
preferences.

Digested updates increase engagement and save people time. Making them available through
existing channels embraces the personal preferences of recipients and reduces the friction of
adoption and use.
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5

Utilize subject matter experts. Subject matter experts are uniquely positioned to assist in
creating and curating topics. For example, product managers, marketing leaders,
researchers, and engineers. It’s likely they are already following key topics and may be
sharing updates informally. Incorporate the trusted sources they rely on and enable them to
select important articles for others to see.

Leveraging the knowledge of subject matter experts multiplies the benefit for everyone else.
6

Automate and streamline processes. As processes are implemented it is important to look
for ways to automate them. For example, aggregation of the sources for a topic, filtering of
articles to streamline curation, and automatic formatting and sending of updates.

Existing approaches often have manual elements that simply can not keep up with the pace of
new information. Automation eliminates repetitive and time consuming activities.

7

Exploit both Artificial Intelligence and Intelligent Augmentation where possible. Many tasks
associated with content and attention management benefit from artificial intelligence tools.
For example, using natural language processing to make sense of content. Often the best
results are achieved by combining artificial intelligence with intelligent augmentation that
incorporates human judgment in a very efficient way.

AI and IA are tools to take your attention management strategy to the next well of capability and
scalability.

In Closing
There is no question that the sheer volume of information available on any given day is
overwhelming. Digital publishing and our networked world will continue to expand information
availability and with that, the exacerbate challenge of finding and focussing on the most important
information.
However, information abundance is both a problem and an opportunity that has much to offer
anyone involved in knowledge work. As business becomes hyper-competitive, innovation
essential, and continuous learning a fact of life, the ability to tap into the wealth of available
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information resources has never been more important. In order to realize all that information
abundance has to offer, new approaches to information consumption that require less individual
attention are required. Adopting this point of view will open the door to addressing the challenge.

For decades the focus of information innovation has been on publishing. Now it is time to
innovate how information is consumed. The killer apps in the era of information abundance will
deliver relevance. The principles of attention management are essential elements of these new
solutions.

About Attensa
We make staying informed simpler and more productive. Attensa is a new layer of technology that
organizes, personalizes, and delivers the right information, to the right people about any topic.
Teams and entire organizations use Attensa to turn the information that threatens to overwhelm
them into insights that drive better business results and relationships.
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